
October 27, 2020 

Message of the Inaugural Director 

Centre for Criminological Research at the University of Alberta 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Dear all, 

 

It is my sincere pleasure to forward the conference schedule (attached) for the opening 

conference of the Centre for Criminological Research at the University of Alberta, broadly 

themed around “prisons and punishment.” The conference will be live-streamed 

on youtube.com/c/centreforcriminologicalresearch, November 17-19. 

 

Looking at the line-up of speakers, we think this will be an extremely stimulating event. We 

also already want to draw particular attention to our two panels hosting speakers with lived 

experiences in and with the criminal justice system (scheduled for Tuesday and Wednesday 

between 12:30 and 1:50 MST, respectively) and to our opening keynote by David Garland 

on Tuesday morning. 

 

The conference is free to attend for anyone who is interested - academics, students, and 

practitioners/stakeholders alike - so please distribute in your circles and in your classes/grad 

student lists. We will have graduate students monitoring the youtube channel for questions for 

the Q and A.  

 

The Centre for Criminological Research – housed in the Department of Sociology – is a 

newly established research Centre at the University of Alberta, of which I am now serving as 

the inaugural director. The research carried out at the Centre is designed to understand 

criminal justice institutions and systems through the perspectives of both those who work in 

them and those who encounter them, particularly those marginalized by factors related to race, 

gender, social class, addictions, and other aspects and placing those encounters within broader 

social contexts and challenges. We have built numerous connections with members of the 

criminal justice system and community stakeholders, including many Indigenous groups, and 

one of our foci is to foster discussion between academics and stakeholders. For more 

information, please see our (in development) webpage: 

https://www.canadiancriminology.com 

 

I am looking forward to an exciting event! 

Sandra 

--  

Sandra Bucerius, PhD 

Director Centre for Criminological Research (CCR) / Director University of Alberta Prison 

Project (Twitter @theUAPP) / Associate Professor of Sociology and Criminology 

Department of Sociology, University of Alberta 

phone: 1- 780-492-3561 

https://www.ualberta.ca/arts/about/people-collection/sandra-bucerius 

TEDx: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iIaDaMa07HI 
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